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Quick Action Menu 
 

Sr No. Name of Screen Menu  Login Action 
1 Return pf Pension 

Case from CPAO at 
PAO Login 

Menu >> 
Pension>>ePPO>>PPO 
(pension case) return by 
CPAO 

PAO Initiation and forward of 
pension case to DH 

2 Process at DHLogin Menu >> 
Pension>>ePPO>>PPO 
(pension case) return by 
CPAO 

DH Review, data entry and 
forward the case to AAO 
with/without remarks 

3 Process at AAO Login Menu >> 
Pension>>ePPO>>PPO 
(pension case) return by 
CPAO 

AAO Review and forward of 
case to PAO with/ 
without remarks 

4 Process at PAO Login Menu >> 
Pension>>ePPO>>PPO 
(pension cases) return by 
CPAO 

PAO Review and pass/reject 
the case 
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Introduction 
 

Pension case is processed in Pension Module of PFMS portal and forwarded the case to CPAO for 
processing and onward submission to Bank for payment. However, at the time of processing pension 
case at CPAO, errors are found in pension case either in physical
CPAO returns the case back to PAO office along with physical documents. PAO has to take necessary 
action in rectifying errors in physical booklet and reverting back to CPAO. PAO has to also re
ePPO to CPAO website at PAO Login.

If the errors are found in ePPO, DSC needs to be reverted back and after DSC reversion, the case is to be 
reprocessed at PAO Login or returned back to HoO. Presently, DSC reversion is being done at CGA office. 
Now, new functionality of online return of pension case from CPAO to PAO has been devised and the 
same is as under: - 

Return of Pension Case 
 

As and when CPAO returns the case back to PAO, they 
Login 

 Login>>Menu>>Pension>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO

 

 

Pension case is processed in Pension Module of PFMS portal and forwarded the case to CPAO for 
processing and onward submission to Bank for payment. However, at the time of processing pension 
case at CPAO, errors are found in pension case either in physical booklet or ePPO or technical errors, 
CPAO returns the case back to PAO office along with physical documents. PAO has to take necessary 
action in rectifying errors in physical booklet and reverting back to CPAO. PAO has to also re

te at PAO Login. 

If the errors are found in ePPO, DSC needs to be reverted back and after DSC reversion, the case is to be 
reprocessed at PAO Login or returned back to HoO. Presently, DSC reversion is being done at CGA office. 

ine return of pension case from CPAO to PAO has been devised and the 

of Pension Case from CPAO at PAO Login:

As and when CPAO returns the case back to PAO, they will find PPO number of pension cases in their 

Pension>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO 
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Pension case is processed in Pension Module of PFMS portal and forwarded the case to CPAO for 
processing and onward submission to Bank for payment. However, at the time of processing pension 

booklet or ePPO or technical errors, 
CPAO returns the case back to PAO office along with physical documents. PAO has to take necessary 
action in rectifying errors in physical booklet and reverting back to CPAO. PAO has to also re-upload 

If the errors are found in ePPO, DSC needs to be reverted back and after DSC reversion, the case is to be 
reprocessed at PAO Login or returned back to HoO. Presently, DSC reversion is being done at CGA office. 

ine return of pension case from CPAO to PAO has been devised and the 

at PAO Login: 

find PPO number of pension cases in their 
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 PAO has to select the PPO No. from ePPO returned by CPAO

 View details of Pensioner and click on 

 

 

elect the PPO No. from ePPO returned by CPAO 

View details of Pensioner and click on View ePPO 
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 View ePPO details of pensioner and select the checkbox as per 
errors are in physical booklet or ePPO is not visible/damaged at CPAO
following: 
 

o It is certified that e
Process flow of re
06.06.2023. 

 If PAO Selects the button:
 
o It is certified that the DSC reversion on above e

will be initiated by PAO 
case to DH for processing

 

View ePPO details of pensioner and select the checkbox as per return reason remarks i.e. if 
errors are in physical booklet or ePPO is not visible/damaged at CPAO

It is certified that e-PPO need to be re-uploaded, PAO will be able to reupload the ePPO
Process flow of re-upload of ePPO is already available at this office OM dated 

If PAO Selects the button: 

It is certified that the DSC reversion on above e-PPO is to be reverted
PAO and PAO will be able to add remarks in the col

case to DH for processing 

5 

return reason remarks i.e. if 
errors are in physical booklet or ePPO is not visible/damaged at CPAO, the PAO has to select 

, PAO will be able to reupload the ePPO. 
PO is already available at this office OM dated 

 

PPO is to be reverted, DSC reversion process 
and PAO will be able to add remarks in the column and forward the 
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 Thereafter, PAO will get the following message once 

 

 

 

PAO will get the following message once pension case is forwarded to DH
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forwarded to DH 
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Process at DH Login
 Login>>Menu>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO

 Select the pensioner from the dropdown list

 

 

Login 
Login>>Menu>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO 

Select the pensioner from the dropdown list 
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 View details of user and click on View ePPO
 

 View ePPO and select the checkbox and move further

 

 

View details of user and click on View ePPO 

select the checkbox and move further 
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 DH will enter the details of the payment if paid 
 DH will select Yes or NO if it has to enter 

o Yes, if yes following screen will be 
payments are recovered 
recovery vide Challan Number, date of Challan Number, Scroll Number and Scroll Date 
and amount.  

o If DH Selects No, DH will move further.

 

 

DH will enter the details of the payment if paid through PD/Sanction Module.
DH will select Yes or NO if it has to enter recovery details  

lowing screen will be available to the DH, DH will select what 
are recovered from pensioner. Thereafter, DH will add details of each

recovery vide Challan Number, date of Challan Number, Scroll Number and Scroll Date 

No, DH will move further. 

9 

/Sanction Module. 

to the DH, DH will select what type of 
will add details of each 

recovery vide Challan Number, date of Challan Number, Scroll Number and Scroll Date 
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 DH will have to select 
o Physical PPO booklet 
o If selected Yes, DH will add remarks and forward the 

o If selected No, DH will not be able to proceed further

 

 

PPO booklet (Disburser Portion) is available at PAO office
Yes, DH will add remarks and forward the case to AAO.

No, DH will not be able to proceed further 

10 

(Disburser Portion) is available at PAO office 
to AAO. 
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 As and when DH click on forward to AAO

 Thereafter, the following message will be displayed to DH.

 

 

on forward to AAO, the following confirmation POP up will appear.

ng message will be displayed to DH. 
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following confirmation POP up will appear. 
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Process at AAO Login
 Login>>Menu>>Pension>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO

 AAO User will select Pensioner 

 

Process at AAO Login 
Login>>Menu>>Pension>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO 

User will select Pensioner PPO Number from dropdown  
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o AAO User will view details of the pensioner and click on View ePPO
to move further 

 Once ePPOdetails are reviewed

 

 

iew details of the pensioner and click on View ePPO
 

reviewedAAO will add the remarks and forward the case 
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iew details of the pensioner and click on View ePPO, select the checkbox 

 

the case to PAO  
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 As and when AAO clicks 

 

 

 on forward to PAO,the following confirmation POP up will appear.
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following confirmation POP up will appear. 
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Process at PAO Login
 Login>>Menu>>Pension>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO

 PAO User will select Pensioner PPO Number from dropdown 

 

Process at PAO Login 
Login>>Menu>>Pension>>ePPO>>ePPO returned by CPAO 

User will select Pensioner PPO Number from dropdown  
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 PAO User Click on View ePPO
recovery details, if any and Accept/Reject DSC Revert Process.

 Click on Change Financial

 Click on Accept/Reject DSC Revert/Return to DH
 If PAO Returns to DH Pension case will be sent again to the DH for edits.
 If PAO Returns to PAO Initiation case will be sent at initiation and PAO will decide as per the 

case to initiate the DSc revert of the Case for 3 level passing
 If PAO clicks on Accept DSC Revert following action will be taken

 

Click on View ePPO. PAO User has to view pensioner details, payment details and 
recovery details, if any and Accept/Reject DSC Revert Process. 

ancial Change, if DSC Revert is required With/Without financial Change

Click on Accept/Reject DSC Revert/Return to DH/Return to PAO Initiation
If PAO Returns to DH Pension case will be sent again to the DH for edits.
If PAO Returns to PAO Initiation case will be sent at initiation and PAO will decide as per the 
case to initiate the DSc revert of the Case for 3 level passing 

cks on Accept DSC Revert following action will be taken 

16 

pensioner details, payment details and 

 

ith/Without financial Change 

 

Initiation 
If PAO Returns to DH Pension case will be sent again to the DH for edits. 
If PAO Returns to PAO Initiation case will be sent at initiation and PAO will decide as per the 
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o PAO will be able to find the user at following section
 Browser Neutral DSC>>Alloc. Gen. of ePPO(win)

 

 PAO can click on Regenerate ePPO and it will be submitted further

 

PAO will be able to find the user at following section 
Browser Neutral DSC>>Alloc. Gen. of ePPO(win) 

PAO can click on Regenerate ePPO and it will be submitted further
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PAO can click on Regenerate ePPO and it will be submitted further 
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 Utilities>>Return Case at

 Select from the dropdown and click on the name.

 

Utilities>>Return Case at PAO Login 

Select from the dropdown and click on the name. 
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 PAO can select the action required.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------

 

PAO can select the action required. 

------------------------------------------------------**** End of Document****----------------------------------------------------------
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